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TABLE II
NEW OPTIMUM GOLOMB RULERS.

IV. CONCLUSION
The parallel implementation of the Shift Algorithm has been
successful in identifying three previously unpublished Optimum
Golomb Rulers, and is currently searching for the 20 mark Golomb
Ruler.
An important research result is the demonstration of reliable
parallel computation for extended execution times. Fault tolerance
and restartability issues are addressed and have been shown to be
effective in assuring processing reliability for program runs in excess
of a month. Finally, previously unpublished results were found and
verified against independent findings from another researcher, O.
Sibert.
The sequential and parallel codes for the evaluation of Golomb
rulers are available via anonymous ftp from the directory
/usr/ftp/pub/golomb of the site macedonia.mhl.tuc.gr.
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Abstract— Many of the fundamental coding problems can be represented as graph problems. These problems are often intrinsically difficult
and unsolved even if the code length is relatively small. With the
motivation to improve lower bounds on the sizes of constant weight codes
and asymmetric codes, we suggest a few greedy algorithms and other
heuristic methods, which result in new, record-breaking codes. Some of
the heuristics used are based on tabu search and evolutionary algorithms.
Tables of new codes are presented.
Index Terms—Asymmetric code, coloring, constant weight code, evolutionary algorithm, tabu search.
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Many coding problems belong to the following general class of
problems. Given a finite space F , a discrete metric M , and a positive
integer d, find the largest subset of F , C , such that the minimum
distance of C in the metric M is d, i.e., for any two distinct elements
c1 ; c2 2 C the distance between c1 and c2 in the metric M is at
least d. This coding problem can be formulated in several ways in
terms of graph theory.
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We generate the graph G = (V; E ), where the set of vertices V
represent the elements of the space F . The edges can be generated
in two different ways. Either two vertices v1 ; v2 2 V are connected
by an undirected edge fv1 ; v2 g if the distance between v1 and v2
in the metric M is less than d, or, in the second approach, they are
connected if the distance between them is at least d. (Occasionally,
a third graph representation, where vertices at distance 1 from each
other are connected, is useful.) Clearly, the graphs obtained in the
two approaches are complements of each other. A set of vertices is
an independent set (IS) in G if its elements are pairwise nonadjacent.
A set of vertices is a clique in G if its elements are pairwise adjacent.
With the former approach we want to find an IS of maximum size, and
with the latter approach a clique of maximum size. The difficulties
of these problems are indicated by the fact that the general problem
of finding an IS or clique of a given size is NP-complete [11].
Coloring problems constitute another class of problems that are
computationally hard to solve. One such problem is the chromatic
number problem: Given a graph G = (V; E ), find the smallest integer
k , such that the vertices of the graph can be colored in k colors, in
such a way that adjacent vertices are colored by distinct colors. This
problem is known to be NP-hard [11]. Note that each set of vertices
that are colored with the same color forms an IS.
In the literature, various approximation methods have been suggested for these problems. Unfortunately, they are often only of
theoretical interest and do not perform well enough in practice.
Practical performance is of utmost interest, since these problems
have found several important applications in areas including register
allocation [5] and VLSI testing [12], only to mention a few. Recently,
stochastic heuristics, such as simulated annealing and tabu search,
have been used to obtained good colorings, see [14] and [16]. Here we
develop that approach further using tabu search and greedy methods
combined with ideas from evolutionary algorithms.
In this correspondence we discuss two types of codes: constant
weight codes with minimum Hamming distance 4, and codes with
minimum asymmetric distance 2. We then get new lower bounds
on A(n; 4; w), the maximum cardinality of a code of length n,
constant weight w, and minimum distance 4, and on Aa (n; 2), the
maximum cardinality of a code of length n and minimum asymmetric
distance 2. For earlier results on these two functions see [4] and [6],
[9], respectively. We shall here discuss heuristic approaches for IS
problems and for coloring problems. These approaches result in good
(in the sense that earlier results in the literature are improved) codes
of the above mentioned types. Extensive computer searches were
carried out during this research.
The rest of this correspondence is organized as follows. In Section
II we review partitioning methods for constant weight codes and
asymmetric codes. Such partitionings are our main motivation for
the coloring problem. The version that we present is an improved
version of the partitioning method for asymmetric codes given in [6].
In Section III we briefly discuss the main heuristics used, namely, tabu
search, evolutionary algorithms, and greedy algorithms. Application
of these heuristics to our problems is considered in Sections IV and
V, where we also consider some tailored methods that can be applied
to further improve the outcomes of the algorithms. Section IV is
devoted to packing and Section V to coloring. In Section VI we
present tables with new bounds on the size of constant weight codes
with minimum Hamming distance 4, and on the size of codes with
minimum asymmetric distance 2. The new codes and colorings are
published separately in a report [8] and on a WWW page.
II. DEFINITIONS

AND THE

PARTITIONING METHOD

As indicated in the Introduction, research on the coloring problem
was motivated by the partitioning method for constant weight codes
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and for asymmetric codes. In this section we review this method, and
we also present an improved version of the partitioning method for
asymmetric codes. First, we define two metrics.
Let u = (u1 ; u2 ; 1 1 1 ; un ) and v = (v1 ; v2 ; 1 1 1 ; vn ) be two binary
vectors of length n. Let N (u; v ) denote the number of coordinates
where u is 0 and v is 1. The Hamming distance is defined by

(

dh u; v

) = N (u; v) + N (v; u)

and the asymmetric distance by

(

da u; v

) = maxfN (u; v); N (v; u)g:

A. Constant Weight Codes
The partitioning method for constant weight codes was first presented in [19]; see also [4], the notations of which we use here. A
n
partition 5(n; w) = (X1 ; 1 1 1 ; Xm ) of the w
vectors of weight w
is a collection of subcodes Xi with minimum Hamming distance 4.
The vector  (n; w) = (jX1 j; 1 1 1 ; jXm j) is the index vector of the
partition 5(n; w), and

(

 n; w

) 1 (n; w) =

m
i=1

jXi j2

is its norm. We always assume jX1 j  jX2 j  1 1 1  jXm j. When
there are several different partitions available for a given n and w we
often denote them by 5i (n; w), i  1, and the corresponding index
vectors by i (n; w), i  1.
The direct product 5(n1 ; w1 ) 2 5(n2 ; w2 ) of two partitions
5(n1 ; w1 ) = (X1 ; 1 1 1 ; Xm ), 5(n2 ; w2 ) = (Y1 ; 1 1 1 ; Ym ) consists
of the vectors

f(u; v) : u 2 Xi ; v 2 Yi ; 1  i  mg
where m = minfm1 ; m2 g. This code has length n1 + n2 , minimum
Hamming distance 4, weight w1 + w2 , and cardinality
(

 n1 ; w1

) 1 (n2 ; w2 ) =

m
i=1

jXi jjYi j:

The Construction: To obtain a code of length n, minimum Hamming distance 4, and weight w by the partitioning method we write
n = n1 + n2 , choose  = 0 or 1, and take the union of the direct
products

5(n1 ; ) 2 5(n2 ; w 0 )
5(n1 ;  + 2) 2 5(n2 ; w 0  0 2)
5(n1 ;  + 4) 2 5(n2 ; w 0  0 4)
..
.
to get a code with the required properties and

(

) 1 (n2 ; w 0 ) + (n1 ;  + 2) 1 (n2 ; w 0  0 2)
+(n1 ;  + 4) 1 (n2 ; w 0  0 4) + 1 1 1

 n1 ; 

codewords. For examples how the construction is applied to obtain
specific codes the reader is referred to [4] and [19]. Codes obtained
from this construction will be indicated later by pi. The values of
n1 ; n2 ;  are as follows:
• for type p0; n1 = b n2 c; n2 = n 0 n1 ;  = 0,

= b n2 c; n2 = n 0 n1 ;  = 1,
for type p2; n1 = b n2 c 0 1; n2 = n 0 n1 ;  = 0.

• for type p1; n1
•
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We next discuss the choice for a good partition. We say that one
partition 51 (n1 ; w1 ) dominates another 52 (n1 ; w1 ) if

(

1 n1 ; w1

) (n2 ; w2 )
1



(

2 n1 ; w1

) (n2 ; w2 )
1

holds for all choices of n2 , w2 , and all possible index vectors
 (n2 ; w2 ). If a partition is dominated it never produces best known
codes in the construction. The concept of domination induces a partial
ordering on partitions with the same values of n and w. A partition
5(n; w) is optimal if it dominates all other partitions or just maximal
if it is not itself dominated by any other partition.
Many best known partitions and the lower bounds obtained from
them are given in [4] and [7]. In [7] there is also a method for
improving on the codes obtained by the partitioning method, by using
certain types of partitions.
B. Asymmetric Codes
The definitions and the construction for asymmetric codes are
similar to those for constant weight codes. These are reviewed for
completeness. Again, we want to remind that the construction here is
an improved version of the one in [6], but the proof of its correctness
is analogous and is thus omitted.
A partition 5(n) = (X1 ; 1 1 1 ; Xm ) of the 2n vectors of length n
is a collection of subcodes Xi with minimum asymmetric distance
2. The vector (n) = (jX1 j; 1 1 1 ; jXm j) is the index vector of the
partition 5(n), and

( ) (n) =

 n

m

2

jXi j

1

i=1

is its norm. We always assume jX1 j  jX2 j  1 1 1  jXm j. When
there are several different partitions available for a given n and w
we often denote them by 5i (n), i  1, and the corresponding index
vectors by i (n), i  1. The direct product 5(n1 ) 2 5(n2 ; w) of two
partitions, one partition of asymmetric codes and the other of constant
weight codes, 5(n1 ) = (X1 ; 1 1 1 ; Xm ), 5(n2 ; w) = (Y1 ; 1 1 1 ; Ym )
consists of the vectors

(u; v) : u X ; v Y ; 1 i m
where m = min m1 ; m2 . This code has length n1 + n2 , minimum
asymmetric distance 2, and cardinality
f

2

f

i

2

i





g

g

( ) (n2 ; w) =

 n1

m
jXi jjYi j :

1

i=1

The Construction: To obtain a code of length n and minimum
asymmetric distance 2 by the partitioning method we write n =
n1 + n2 , choose  = 0 or 1, and take the union of the direct products

51 (n1 ) 5(n2 ; )
52 (n1 ) 5(n2 ;  + 2)
53 (n1 ) 5(n2 ;  + 4)
2

III. HEURISTICS USED
Throughout the years, a wide variety of heuristics have been
developed to attack problems that cannot be solved within reasonable
time using deterministic algorithms. Such methods have also been
applied successfully to many problems in coding theory; see [15] for
a recent survey.
In this section we shall briefly discuss some general heuristics
used in this work, namely, tabu search, evolutionary algorithms, and
greedy algorithms. These can be applied when the problems have
been defined in terms of combinatorial optimization. The function
that is optimized is called the cost function.
Tabu search [13] is a so-called local search method. For each (feasible) solution of our optimization problem, we define a neighborhood
consisting of solutions that in some sense differ only slightly from
the original solution. The search is now a walk in the solution space,
where the next solution is the best solution in the neighborhood of
the previous solution. To avoid looping and getting stuck in local
optima, reverses of recent moves are forbidden. (Attributes of) recent
moves are stored in a tabu list, which gives the method its name.
For an in-depth treatment and for information on more advanced
issues of the tabu search heuristic, see [13]. To be able to apply this
heuristic to our problems, we must define the concepts of solution,
cost function, and neighborhood. We shall have a closer look at this
in the next section.
The tabu search algorithm is essentially sequential: only one current
solution is kept in memory. Evolutionary algorithms [1], on the other
hand, constitute a large family of parallel algorithms: the search goes
from a set of solutions to another set of solutions (clearly this can
also be done on a regular, nonparallel computer, so we do not have
to run these programs on parallel computer systems).
In evolutionary algorithms several, say p, search processes are
carried out simultaneously. These processes interact periodically.
Different strategies exist for choosing the set of solutions from which
the processes continue after an interaction. In our work, we only
borrow some of the numerous features of evolutionary algorithms.
When the search processes interact, a new set of solutions is chosen
from a subset of the best among the current solutions (so this is a
so-called elitist strategy [1, p. 97]).
A third concept that we shall mention is that of greedy algorithms,
which are here used in combination with genetic algorithms. A greedy
algorithm iteratively makes the best possible choice according to
some criterion. Thus also the tabu search algorithm is in some sense
greedy. A lot of different algorithms fall under the framework of
greedy algorithms; in the following sections we shall give specific
details about the greedy heuristics used in this work.
In addition to these general heuristics, many tailored heuristics
have also been used in the search for codes and colorings. These will
be discussed in the following sections. In many cases, the new codes
were found by combining several of the methods to be presented.

2

IV. SEARCHING

2

..
.
to get a code with the required properties and

( ) (n2 ; ) + 2 (n1 ) (n2 ;  + 2)
+3 (n1 ) (n2 ;  + 4) +

1 n1

1

1

1
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codewords. For examples how the construction is applied to obtain
specific codes the reader is referred to [6]. In all cases here where
this construction gives the best known code,  = 0 is used.
The definitions for domination and for maximal and optimal
partitions are analogous to those for constant weight codes.

FOR

CODES

In the two types of codes discussed in this correspondence, we get
the following graphs, in which we want to find IS’s. For constant
n
weight codes, the graph consists of w
vertices, where each vertex
represents a binary word of length n and constant weight w. We
consider codes with minimum distance 4, so two vertices are adjacent
if the Hamming distance between their related words is 2. For
asymmetric codes, on the other hand, a graph consists of 2n vertices,
where each vertex represents a binary word of length n. Codes with
minimum asymmetric distance 2 are considered, so two vertices are
adjacent if the asymmetric distance between their related words is 1.
The search for good codes can now be divided into three parts:
1) Start from an initial set of codewords.
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2) Use a heuristic to find a good code.
3) Use local improvement to further improve the final code.
Some approaches do not comprise the first and the last parts.

A. Choosing Initial Codewords
As for the choice of possible initial codewords, it is impossible
to give general guidelines. Often, it is necessary to construct such
an initial set if we are searching for a large code, as the heuristics
otherwise do not converge properly. One method of choosing initial
words is to take a subset of words of a code recently found. If we
have a set of initial codewords, we may or may not allow these to
be changed during the remainder of the search.
In the construction of asymmetric codes, it has turned out that best
known constant weight codes can be used to get good sets of initial
codewords. If we want to construct a code of length n and minimum
asymmetric distance 2, we take a best known code (there may be
several nonisomorphic such codes) of length n + 1 with minimum
Hamming distance 4 and constant weight w close to n=2. One of the
coordinates of this code is deleted (depending on which coordinate is
deleted, we may obtain nonisomorphic codes), and the resulting code
with words of weight w 0 1 and w will have minimum asymmetric
distance 2. The search for the rest of the words is also made easier
by the fact that words of weight less than w 0 1 and greater than w
can be considered separately.
Constant weight codes proving the following bounds were used
as seeds in this search to get record-breaking asymmetric codes:
A(12; 4; 5)  80 (in this case, local improvement was needed at the
end of the heuristic search), A(13; 4; 6)  166, and A(14; 4; 7) 
325. These constant weight codes are from [4].

B. Heuristics: Greedy and Tabu Search
The greedy search approach is based on ideas presented in [4]
and [10]. Given a graph G (constructed from the coding problem
in consideration), we want to find a large IS. This is done in the
following way. At each iteration, we choose one vertex of minimum
degree in the current graph, add this vertex to the code C , and delete
this vertex and all its adjacent vertices to obtain a new smaller graph.
This iterative process is then repeated from the new graphs obtained
until there are no vertices left.
Clearly, there are often many vertices of minimum degree in the
intermediate graphs. In [4] the method of choosing the lexicographically least vertex is suggested (when the vertices are labeled with their
corresponding codewords). In [10] a random feature is suggested,
thereby also allowing for different solutions after repeated runs. In
this work, we randomly choose one of the minimum-degree vertices,
but we also use features of evolutionary algorithms to make the search
more effective.
We carry out p (independent) search processes for codes and
introduce an integer sequence r1 < r2 < 1 1 1 of what we call cutoff
points. Cutoff point i is attained when the codes have cardinality
ri . At these cutoff points the search processes interact, after which
the search is continued until cutoff point i + 1, and so on. In the
interactions, the new starting points (codes) for the search processes
are chosen by considering the sizes of the remaining graphs for the p
codes. The codes with the largest graphs “survive” in this competition.
Different strategies can be used for this: either one (largest) graph or
a set of large graphs determine all new starting points.
An indication of the quality of the greedy algorithm in searching for
constant weight codes is given by the fact that we, in any implemented
version of it, were able to find the (unique; see [4]) Steiner system
proving A(12; 4; 6) = 132.
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Tabu search was recently used in [3] to search for mixed binary/ternary codes. One of the approaches in that paper is based on
the problem of constructing covering codes. We first consider the case
when d is odd. Then, if we in a graph G (where vertices at Hamming
distance 1 from each other are connected!) want to find a code with
minimum distance d, where d is odd, we are looking for a set of
vertices (codewords) such that the spheres consisting of vertices at
distance at most (d 0 1)=2 from the codewords are not overlapping.
Using this idea, we can define the three concepts needed to apply
a local search algorithm such as tabu search. A solution C is any
set of M codewords for some fixed M . A neighbor is obtained by
replacing one vertex (codeword) with one of its adjacent vertices.
Finally, the cost is
c(C )

=

x2V

max(0; f (x)

0 1)

(1)

where f (x) is the number of codewords at distance at most (d 0 1)=2
from x. Since the distance between any two words in a constant
weight code is even, we can clearly use this approach by considering
spheres of vertices at distance at most (d 0 2)=2 from the codewords.
In general, however, more substantial modifications have to be done
when d is even.
In the construction of asymmetric codes in this correspondence
with minimum distance 2 (even!), we use an idea from [3]. Now, we
also use the cost function given in (1), but f (x) = g (x) + h(x)=K ,
where g (x) = 1 if x is a codeword and h(x) is the number
of codewords at asymmetric distance 1 from x for some fixed
2
K  bn =2c.
C. Local Improvement
Local improvements of packings were also discussed in [4] and
[10]. In both these papers, an exchange procedure is discussed: for
small values of k, an exhaustive search is carried out where it is
determined whether k + 1 codewords can be added after any k
codewords have been deleted. If such an operation is not possible
for a given k, the code is said to be k-optimal. For large values of k,
where such an exhaustive search is not feasible, a similar heuristic
method is discussed in [4].
In the search we can also utilize a variant of this. Namely, for a
given small value of k, we can try to replace a set of k codewords
by a different set of k codewords. Of course, this jiggling does not
improve the packing as it just leads to a different packing with the
same parameters. However, through this operation we are able to get
a new starting point for the rest of the search.
V. SEARCHING

FOR

COLORINGS

Searching for good colorings is much more difficult than searching
for codes. Namely, as a coloring is a partitioning of all words in the
space F into codes, we want to find many good codes simultaneously
in order to get a coloring with a big norm. Unfortunately, a direct
approach to find such partitions is not feasible in general. We shall
here first discuss a general approach based on evolutionary algorithms
and the code-searching algorithms discussed in the previous section,
and then have a look at tailored methods for finding (parts of) good
partitions.
A. A Sequential Approach
In the approach to be discussed here, the codes of a partition are
constructed one by one. That is, we start from a code with largest
known cardinality, delete these words from the search space, and try
to find as large a code as possible using only the remaining words.
After this, we try to find a third code in the same way, and so on.
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PARTITIONS

FOR

TABLE I
CONSTANT WEIGHT CODES

TABLE II
LOWER BOUNDS

ON

A(n;

4; w ); 21

Thus the algorithms developed in Section IV can be used with only
minor straightforward modifications to construct these codes; some
of the earlier ideas can also be carried over to this case to get tailored
heuristics for making local improvements on partitions.
Actually, we can search for a new code among a slightly larger
set of words. Namely, it is worth adding some of the codewords
in the partition so far to the search space. These are words with
the property that they can be interchanged with an unused word
so that the minimum-distance property of the subcode is fulfilled.
If such a word of a subcode is in the final new subcode, the
aforementioned interchange of words is carried out. This idea can
be further generalized by considering pairs of codewords.
This method is greedy in the sense that it sequentially tries to find
as good codes as possible. To further improve it, we have used a
feature from evolutionary algorithms as in searching for codes, but
now on a higher level: in constructing codes, we are repeatedly adding
words, in finding colorings, we are repeatedly adding codes. Now,

  28
n

;

7



w

 13

the search processes interact after each addition of a new subcode to
the partition, and the partition(s) with the greatest norm become(s)
the next starting point.
B. The Permutation Method
In discussing searches for good codes, we remarked that a construction of an initial set of codewords before starting the heuristic search
is occasionally justified. This idea can immediately be carried over to
the coloring problem: good results may be obtained by constructing
the first few codes using a different method. For constant weight
codes, this is conveniently done using what we call the permutation
method.
In the permutation method, we start from a best known constant
weight code with given parameters. When a permutation is applied
to the codewords of the original code C1 , clearly the new code C2
has the same minimum distance. Thus if C1 \ C2 = ;, these two
codes can be used as subsets of a partition.
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PARTITIONS
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TABLE III
ASYMMETRIC CODES

FOR

To get k initial codes of a partition we now try to find k 0 1
partitions such that the codes obtained by applying these to the
original code have as small intersections as possible. That is, if the
codes obtained (including the original code C1 ) are Ci , 1  i  k,
we want j ki=1 Ci j to be as large as possible. The size of this set is
at most kjC1 j with equality exactly when no two subcodes intersect.
Before proceeding, words that occur in several subcodes must be
removed from all but one subcode (which can be done in several
ways).

LOWER BOUNDS

TABLE IV
ON Aa (n; 2); 4

  25
n

C. Local Improvements
Apart from applying local improvements to improve one given
code, methods can be developed to improve partial partitions (for
example, those obtained by the permutation method). One way to do
this is to first move some words from the large codes in the partition
to the small codes when this can be done without violating the
minimum-distance criterion. After this, any of the methods described
earlier can be used to make local improvements to the subcodes from
which words were taken. As a result, the total number of codewords
used in the partial partition is increased.
Local improvements to improve one or several codes of a partial
partition can be applied at any stage of the search.

VI. NEW BOUNDS
As mentioned in the Introduction, the motivation for our work
was to try to find improvements on lower bounds for constant
weight codes with minimum Hamming distance 4, and for codes
with minimum asymmetric distance 2. The codes and partitions
giving the bounds presented in the sequel are not listed in this
correspondence. They can be found in a report published by the
authors [8] and in electronic form from the following WWW page:
http://saturn.hut.fi/ pat/codelist.html.
In Table I we present the index vectors for the new partitions for
constant weight codes; these partitions can be used to get new lower
bounds for other constant weight codes. The parameter m in the table
stands for the number of codes in the partition.
The partitions in Table I together with the partitions in [4] and [7]
can be used to obtain some of the lower bounds in [4] and in the
updated table presented here. Note that some of the partitions in [4]
are not needed any more. In Table II we present a portion of the table
for best known lower bounds on A(n; 4; w). Entries that have been
improved since [4] are marked. Five other sporadic improvements
have recently been found: A(16; 4; 5)  315; A(19; 4; 5)  692;
A(19; 4; 6)  1620; A(20; 4; 6)  2304 (all [18]), and A(23; 4; 4) 
418 [2].
In Table III we present the index vectors for the new partitions for
asymmetric codes.
Finally, in Table IV, we present lower bounds on Aa (n; 2), thus
updating parts of the tables in [6] and [9]. The values for n  9
are exact.

The partitions used in calculating the bounds in Table IV are from
this correspondence and from [4] and [6]; we also use the wellknown fact that there is always a partition 5(n) with n + 1 codes
[17]. All the codes obtained by the partitioning method have used
5(n1 ) 2 5(n2 ; w), where n2 is even and n2 0 4  n1  n2 0 1.
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Reliability-Based Syndrome
Decoding of Linear Block Codes
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Abstract—In this correspondence, various aspects of reliability-based
syndrome decoding of binary codes are investigated. First, it is shown
that the least reliable basis (LRB) and the most reliable basis (MRB) are
dual of each other. By exploiting this duality, an algorithm performing
maximum-likelihood (ML) soft-decision syndrome decoding based on
the LRB is presented. Contrarily to previous LRB-based ML syndrome
decoding algorithms, this algorithm is more conveniently implementable
for codes whose codimension is not small. New sufficient conditions
for optimality are derived. These conditions exploit both the ordering
associated with the LRB and the structure of the code considered. With
respect to MRB-based sufficient conditions, they present the advantage
of requiring no soft information and thus can be preprocessed and
stored. Based on these conditions, low-complexity soft-decision syndrome
decoding algorithms for particular classes of codes are proposed. Finally,
a simple algorithm is analyzed. After the construction of the LRB, this
algorithm computes the syndrome of smallest Hamming weight among
( i ) candidates, where
is the dimension of the code, for an order
of reprocessing. At practical bit-error rates, for codes of length
128,
this algorithm always outperforms any algebraic decoding algorithm
capable of correcting up to +1 errors with an order of reprocessing of at
most 2, where is the error-correcting capability of the code considered.
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Index Terms—Block codes, generalized Hamming weights, soft-decision
decoding, syndrome decoding.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, several reliability-based maximum-likelihood decoding
(MLD) algorithms for binary linear block codes have been proposed
[1]–[11]. These algorithms first reorder the symbols, within each
received block, according to their reliability measures. Thereafter,
an initial decoded codeword is reprocessed in a particular structured
strategy based on the reordering. Such strategy confines the search to
a usually small class of candidates of high likelihood, whereby the
decoding complexity is significantly reduced. Basically, two general
different approaches exist, namely, the vector space associated with
either the code considered C or with its dual space C ? are processed.
These two spaces are, respectively, referred to as the G-space and
the H -space of the code.
In [7] and [11], an algebraic decoder generates the successive
candidates processed by the algorithm. The vectors entered into
the decoder are obtained by systematically adding to the (bit-by-bit
hard detected version of the) received sequence error patterns whose
supports are confined to positions where the detection is of relatively
low reliability. These reprocessing methods yield codewords to be
scored, hence the algorithms are of the G-space type. In a different
kind of G-space algorithms [6], [8]–[10] an equivalent code is first
determined by identifying the K most reliable independent positions
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